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About This Game

Control a train and try your hand as a true train driver.

RULES OF A PASSENGER TRAIN CONTROL:

Arrive at a train station and make the doors open;

Wait for the passengers to enter the carriages;

Close the doors and start your journey;

Drive carefully and observe traffic regulations;

Try to arrive at the other station on time.

To gain the highest score take as many passengers as possible. But remember that not all passengers are punctual. It is only for
you to decide whether wait for the late or leave in due time.

Drive the train carefully. Remember, you are an experienced train conductor. Change the train speed with the help of the
control panel.
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High Speed Trains app FEATURES:

Amazing train simulation: full control over the train;

Wonderful high-quality 3D graphics;

Opportunity to admire country landscapes;

Timetable of a train departure and arrival.
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tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON
CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST ACCOUNT PATREON
SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. Pretty THICC. 10/10. Was
hoping for a RedCon style game, instead it's a freemium style pay-to-win mobile game ported to the PC. DIdnt like it. Boring.
Too linear. Other then the fact that it carries the Name of GOT, it really isnt that good. Thats the only reason i played it.
Uninstalled. Its like a half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game with the title of GOT on it. Total waste of time.....save your
money for another game.. i love the wood elves and the lizardmen but i preordered the game so i got them for free
i mean they are great fun but not worth \u00a35
\u00a33-4 maybe. This game is just an achivement game, if you buy it now with the Steam Winter sale deal then thats not a bad
deal but don't buy this game alone because its not worth it. The gameplay is okay. You just have to delete some blocks to
complete the bottom lines like teris.
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I've played in previous version of this game - SpaceTripper. And i have to say that visually it was more stylish less color-mess
then this one. I like old one a lot. Not this one =(. Spoiler alert: Archangel Raphael is BRAD PITT!. Im just going to come out
and say it, Im the Artist for Polygod, and I love the game. Sure it has a steep learning curve and brutal difficulty but at the end
of the day its a unique take on a rogue like first person shooter. Is it everyones cup of tea? Probably not. It is divisive, from art
style :P through to the unforgiving difficulty, it seems split down the middle. But for those that love it its great. For those that
dont, give it a bit more of a chance, and it might just click - as it did with me! :P. SUMMARY: Buy it when it's on sale,
preferably for $1-$3. It's not worth $10
PROS:
The art & music are GREAT, and I love the streamer-vote option.
Some of the weird elements of the game add a nice touch of humor & entertainment.
Besides that, I'm sorry to say it doesn't have much going for it.
CONS:
 * The characters are not balanced: Ashley plays fine, but Nick is so slow it becomes impossible to dodge certain enemy attacks.
Any benefits he may have in durability are made moot by this fact.
 * Enemy hitboxes are innacurate. It's easy to be SLIGHTLY above/below an enemy, and the his will not land.
 * Several bosses attack so frequently, it becomes near-impossible to attack them without taking damage.
 * Many attacks that deal knockback, such as the charge-attack, deal no extra damage. This means it's actually faster to button-
mash to defeat an opponent.
 *** Randomized modifiers. They can be fun sometimes, but the option to turn them off would be a GODSEND. Sometimes
they help, but most of the time they make the game harder, or sometimes near unbeatable; it feels like a crutch to increase
difficulty where enemy design or layout would be key. If you get the unlucky draw of having a HORDE of enemies attack you,
all with enhanced damage, the only way to get past it is to sacrifice many, many lives.
 * The story is not only rough, it is narrated poorly. I have a rough idea of events, but instead of a story its more like glimpses
into someone's fever-dream.
WRAPUP: MegaCat, you've got something here. It's a start, and it can be fun. But you need some BALANCE to this. That's
your biggest issue; balancing characters, balancing waves of enemies. If you polish it up a bit, and throw in ways to execute
special moves/combos, this could be GOLDEN.
But, as it stands now, it's not.. Time Crisis meets Super Hot. Rail mode is the only way to play; touch pad locomotion makes it
too easy imo. Great sound track that really hypes up the gameplay (I normally turn music off in games but this one the music
adds so much (with the visuals going to the metre of the music, feels like being at a concert with the visuals). So far this is my
favourite single player shooter experience and puts Arizona Sunshine to shame. +100 points to the Devs for actively updating
the game!. Wow!

So, played a couple of hours, had tons of fun! It's fast-paced, full throttle action all the way. It's easy to learn, but there's so
much to master. There are so few buttons, but so much control!
4v4 PvP dogfighting has never been this much fun. It's got really nice graphics, satisfying physics and fun mechanics.
A game lasts for between 5-15 minutes, so it's easy to just pick it up and then put it down again if you don't have time for an all-
nighter.

If I have anything negative to say, it's that it's only got the one map right now (Battlegrounds only has one map, and millions still
play it. Just sayin'), and only one game mode. But seriously, for this price, you can't pass it up.

TLDR;
Buy it. Seriously.. pretty good, but Lines by Nestor Yavorskyy are better.

only tweek of this game is a mechanic that you have to draw a line in single motion, quite problematic in pratice.

good one 6/10. I loved the visual style of the game immediately upon seeing it. The gameplay is compelling, and the developer's
attention to detail (mechanics, community feedback and visual style) is amazing. It is well polished - moreso than other early
access games I personally played.

I'm entirely new to the genre owed to having accessibility needs, but this I can play without any headaches owed to good menu
contrasts and the game's overall style (reddish brown, no obtrusive bright flashes), and I am hopeful that I will be able to further
improve on my flying skills as I progress.
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Immersive-Games family of games:
Immersive-Games

A new developer of games with over 2 decades of experience at its core.

Human Pinball: Iceage is the first release from a pool of 7 games being released in the 1st and 2nd quarters of 2019.

Human Pinball: Iceage has simple goals that are hard to implement, this will test your skills of agility, focus and observation at
all levels. A timer that records your efforts, what will be your high score? Be sure to post screenshots showing your
achievements.

A slight misjudgement will end in disaster. We have installed a 'waypoint' system, where you can mark a location (single use)
that you can teleport to many times. Be wise in this choice.. Immersive-Games family of games:
Immersive-Games are proud to announce the first release of Human Pinball: Iceage.

A fun game that will challenge all styles and skill of almost any player. We have supplied a fully working but time limited, demo
version, so you can take it for a spin free of charge. See how it performs on your system and give you chance to familiarize
yourself with the controls and mission.

Then jump right in and get the full game, to get started.

Keep an eye out for the release date.. Road Scars: Origins Human Pinball : Iceage Re Release of both the Demo and Full
Game versions:
Immersive-Games are happy to announce that both the Demo and Full Game versions of the game have been re
released, thanks to very constructive feedback.

New features:

Signage has been uncovered by the solar winds to make it easier to find the Sphere Deposits.

A floating sign is visible from space has been discovered, that marks the location of the Sphere Deposits on the infrared radar.

Additional time has been added to the Demo version of the game
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